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DEDICATED TO MAKING DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY HISTORY
FOR JAVIER. FOR ALL BOYS.
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government agencies - at the largest 
international conference focused entirely 
on DMD. The momentum building across 
the DMD research community is truly 
impressive and we are more convinced than 
ever that we can turn HOPE into reality 
for all boys with DMD - in Javier’s lifetime!

RESEARCH 
The clinical trial for HT-100 has begun!  
HT-100 is an antifibrotic medication 
developed by Halo Therapeutics with 
support from Hope for Javier - made 
possible by YOUR support!  Recruiting is 
underway at 5 hospitals across the US.

Sarepta Therapeutics announced plans to 
submit New Drug Application (NDA) to 
the FDA for Eteplirsen – this is the first-
ever filing of an NDA for Duchenne!

ADVOCACY
To date, an impressive $500 million 
has been allocated by Congress 
and federal healthcare agencies to 
Muscular Dystrophy research and 
education - with half of that ($250 
million) exclusively focused on 
Duchenne! As an organization, we 
are proud to have committed $75,000 
total since 2009 towards supporting 
DMD advocacy efforts. 

In further commitment, Hope for 
Javier participated in several days of 
one-on-one meetings in February with 
Senators and members of the House 
Representatives in Washington D.C. 
to advocate for the reauthorization of 
the MD-CARE Act - helping to ensure 
the best possible quality of life for boys 
with DMD. The meetings concluded 
with interest from both sides of 
Congress and renewed hope for the 
future of boys with DMD.

In June, Hope for Javier also joined 
a wide range of industry experts - 
including clinicians, pharmaceutical 
representatives and members of 

THIS YEAR MARKS HOPE FOR JAVIER’S 
5TH ANNIVERSARY. A little over five years 
ago, our lives were irrevocably changed 
by the results of a single blood test. Our 
son, Javier, was diagnosed with Duchenne 
Muscular Dystrophy, the world’s most 
common fatal genetic disorder, shattering 
life as we knew it.  Out of that anguish came 
the determination to save Javier’s life.  

Our foundation’s mission is simple and 
crucial and we have never wavered from it 
from the day we started.  We raise money 
and direct it into the hands of researchers 
with the best shot at developing a therapy 
or cure, we support advocacy efforts that 
help leverage support from Congress 
and government healthcare agencies to 
advance the field of DMD research and 
education, and we educate caregivers 
around the latest treatment protocols to 
ensure consistent implementation for 
all boys. We do this not just for Javier, 
but for ALL children who face a DMD 

diagnosis – getting us closer to making 
Duchenne history!  

We started out just two parents on a life 
saving mission – burning the midnight 
oil, scouring the internet to learn as 
much as we could about the disease while 
also developing a strategic approach and 
meaningful relationships to serve as the 
underpinnings of this foundation.  We are 
still just two parents on a mission, but can 
now point to thousands of supporters, 
donors, heroes, and friends -- and over 
$400,000 committed to DMD efforts!

None of this would have been possible 
without you. With your support and 
generosity, we have been able to advance 
DMD research and improve standards of 
care at an unprecedented pace over the 
last five years. For the first time in the 
history of DMD research, there are over 
20 drugs in the scientific development 
pipeline. This is truly revolutionary and 

directly correlated to your support!

We now look to the future to keep moving 
forward on the promise made to Javier - 
to turn our hopes and dreams for him into 
reality! With renewed support and much 
needed funding, we CAN get there! Please 
continue to be generous and help us finish 
what we started together five years ago. 
Javier, and all children with DMD, cannot 
do this without you.

We cannot thank you enough for being an 
essential part of our mission. 

Dear friends & supporters

Progress
        to Date...

With sincere gratitude, 
Jen Portnoy and Rich Romero 

OUR MODEL
Our operating costs are 
covered by private donors, 
so 100% of the public’s 
money can go directly 
towards projects. 



JAVIER CONTINUES to tear it up on 
the basketball court, winning an award for his 
achievements.  He also participated in the Empire 
State Games, medaling in several categories!

THIS SUMMER 
Javier embarked on a rite 
of passage for so many kids 
his age – sleep away camp.  
After a week of campfires, 
color wars, crushing 
on cute counselors and 
missing his parents (or so 
we told ourselves), Javier 
returned more mature and 
with a newfound sense of 
independence.

What Javier is up to

FOR JARED DORF’S BAR MITZVAH  
in June, he let guests know that his bar mitzvah isn’t 
just a big party — that his special day really does mark 
the beginning of a life of charity and good deeds.  
Jared asked guests to make a donation to Hope for 
Javier in lieu of gifts, raising $1,177.  We think it’s 
fitting the amount raised covers just over 18 hours of 
DMD focused research (in Judaism the number 18 is 
associated with “chai” or “life”).  Mazel Tov Jared and 
thank you for choosing Hope for Javier as you embark 
on a life of mitzvot (good deeds)!

CECI MELONI, longtime supporter and hero, held 
a weekly “Fruity Friday” sale in school (yummy, healthy 
fruit replacing the good old bake sale) with all proceeds 
benefitting HFJ.  But that’s not all!  When school ended 
for the summer, she enlisted her brother Dylan’s help 
and went door to door selling bracelets & t-shirts, 
raising awareness and $330!  Those apples didn’t fall far 
from the tree; Ceci and Dylan’s mom Amelia donated 
proceeds from the launch of her new magazine Vintage 
NYC to finding a cure.

Ambassadors of  HOPE   

Determined to do 
all they can to help 
us end Duchenne, 
longtime 
supporters 
Adrienne & Jeff 
Owen and  
Carrie & Keith 
Zuckerman have 
joined the ranks of 
Super Hero status.

Super 
Heroes
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THE RESULTS of a recent IQ test proved 
Javier a bonafide genius, with a score that qualifies 
him to join Young Mensa.  Now when I’m overheard 
bragging “my boy, the genius”, there’s a Mensa 
membership card to back that up!



HEARTS FULL OF HOPE Our event 
was a great success!  We were overwhelmed by the 
outpouring of support, from everyone in attendance 
to the heroes who donated time, auction items and 
expertise.  Your participation and support of our 
mission are crucial to the work that we do. We hope 
to see you next year!

THE HOLIDAYS ARE COMING UP!  
HFJ merchandise makes great stocking stuffers and Chanukah gifts—so go online and start shopping for a cure! 

BRACELETS
Let people know that when it comes to ending 
Duchenne, ‘it matters to me’ with our colorful 
new bracelets ($2 each, $10 for a six pack)

Events...

     Merchandise and Ways to Help

HIGH SCHOOL HEROES Building on their success from last 
year, Ward Melville High School held its 2nd Win A Date fundraiser 
benefiting Hope for Javier.  Eligible bachelors and bachelorettes raised 
$1500 in support of our mission.

A big thank you to everyone involved!

SHIRTS
Sport your support in one of our new shirts!  Michelle is 
modeling the new ‘peace, love & hope’ ladies tank ($40) 
and the popular ‘girls don’t get it – boys do’ unisex shirt 
($35 adults, $30 youth) 

GREETING CARDS
Whether it’s a ‘happy birthday’, 
‘happy holiday’ or just a ‘hey, 
what’s up?’, our greeting cards 
will fit the bill!  Featuring 
two of Javier’s fine works of 
art captured on luxurious, 
heavyweight cardstock. Boxed set 
of 10 cards with envelopes ($15)

Javier loves to ham it up for his heroes! Please join his audience.  
Like us on Facebook, follow our Instagram feed & Pinterest boards.

WAYS TO HELP
Don’t forget when 
shopping on Amazon 
for holiday gifts (and 
throughout the year), 
click through from 
the Amazon link 
on our website and 
Amazon will donate 
a portion of the 
proceeds.

LOOKING 
FOR MORE 
WAYS TO GET 
INVOLVED?  
Head on over to the 
‘get creative’ section 
of our website.         



HOPE FOR JAVIER 
PO BOX 251, EAST SETAUKET, NY  11733-0251

www.hopeforjavier.org

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
HOPE FOR JAVIER is a registered 501(c)(3) Tax-Exempt Public Charity.
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NAME                             (please print)

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY / STATE / ZIP

PHONE

EMAIL ADDRESS

PAYMENT BY:

n  CHECK (MAKE OUT TO: HOPE FOR JAVIER) 

IN THE AMOUNT OF $

CHARGE MY:   n MC  /  n VISA  /  n AMEX

   CARD # 

   EXP DATE:  ____  / ____    CVV # _____

   SIGNATURE:

HOPE FOR JAVIER is a registered 501(c)(3) Tax-Exempt Public Charity.

Please mail your Charitable Donation to:

A GIFT OF ONLY $63 HELPS SUPPORT ONE HOUR OF RESEARCH

n  YES! I would like to support  _____  hour(s) of research for $ ________

n  Please accept my contribution of $ ________  instead

our mission: 
•  change the outcome for boys with DMD,
    a fatal childhood  disease and 
•   improve health-related quality of life

IT TAKES:
muscles to stand200
muscles to give a hug42
muscles to give a peck 
on the cheek6
muscle to make a 
difference - YOUR HEART1

HOPE FOR JAVIER, PO Box 251, East Setauket, NY  11733-0251
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Save the date!

YDID YOU
KNOW?

For $63, you can buy one hour of 
Duchenne focused research time.


